
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
This is an imaginary coastal community that thrives off of goods and services offered from the marine environment. A popular tourist destination, 
Planktopolis is beginning to face threats like habitat destruction and overfishing. The town has just been awarded a grant for $1,500,000 for the 
creation of an MPA to address the pressing issues in Planktopolis’s marine environment. The co-mayors of Planktopolis, Spencer Miller and Jenn 
Urmston have proposed 4 potential locations for marine reserves. There is only enough money to fund 1 of the proposed MPAs and the proposed 
sizes and locations are not up for debate (a team of scientists and statisticians ran intensive hypothetical scenarios to determine the exact sizes and 
locations of the reserves that are predicted to yield the desired outcomes). Mayor Miller and Mayor Urmston have invited everyone in the community 
to attend a town hall meeting, to be held on April 25 at 10:45 AM at the Hawaii Loa Campus in Room 208. An open discussion will be held from 
10:45-11:25. Following the discussion, community members will be asked to vote for which MPA they would like to see get funded. Each member 
will list in order the MPA location that they prefer the most to the least. Once everyone has submitted their scores, the mayors will calculate the 
votes to determine which MPA will be funded. If time allows, you may publicly express your feelings after the results are announced. You are 
encouraged to voice your opinion, however please remain respectful, as there will be many differing viewpoints amongst community members.  
 

  



  
 
 



#1 Paradise Beach Marine Reserve - Paradise Beach is popular amongst tourists and locals. It is a prime location for water-based recreation 
including fishing, surfing, snorkeling, canoeing, wind-surfing, and swimming. Adjacent to the beach is a small shopping plaza with a few retail shops, 
restaurants, and a small arcade. Paradise Beach encompasses important coral reef habitat for many tropical fish. The recent boom in Planktopolis’s 
tourism rates is great for the nearby shopping plaza, but is taking a toll on sensitive reef habitats at Paradise Beach. Unaware tourists are causing 
damage to coral reefs by kicking and stepping on them. Furthermore, increased tourism is in turn increasing the input of sunscreens containing 
chemicals like oxybenzone and octinoxate into the water, facilitating coral bleaching. An MPA is being proposed at Paradise Beach in attempt to 
halt the degradation of Planktopolis’s most famous coral reef site.  
 
 
#2 Bluefin Channel Marine Reserve - The Bluefin Channel is a waterway connecting the open ocean to Bubble Harbor, Planktopolis’s main port. 
NOAA fisheries scientists have discovered that the channel overlaps with important habitat for commercially valuable, large, pelagic fish. However, 
the fishermen caught on to this a bit earlier, and the stocks are now facing threats of depletion if fishing in this region occurs. With these fisheries 
supplying some of the most important products for local seafood restaurants, depletion of these fish stocks would be devastating. An MPA is being 
proposed in attempt to restore the fish stocks back to healthy, sustainable levels.  
 

 
#3 Albatross Island Marine Reserve - Albatross Island is an offshore island that hosts Planktopolis’s largest seabird colony and is also an 
important habitat for sea turtles. Surrounding the island are beautiful coral reef communities, hosting life to many tropical fish. Albatross Island is not 
only a wildlife hotspot, but also a tourist hotspot. However, because it is only accessible by boat (or a long paddle on a surfboard for brave souls), it 
is less impacted than Paradise Beach. Nonetheless, the island is starting to see signs of habitat destruction. What’s worse, is there have been 
recent reports of wildlife harassment. In particular, poachers have been illegally harvesting seabird and turtle eggs to sell on the black market. An 
MPA is being proposed in attempt to protect important bird and turtles nesting habitat.  
 

 
#4 Turtle Homesteads Marine Reserve - Turtle Homesteads is often considered the “quiet side” of Planktopolis. Several high-end homes line the 
beach here, but the coast line remains mostly occupied with natural vegetation. While Turtle Homesteads is not a hot spot for water sports, it’s 
aesthetic appeal and quiet atmosphere are attractive attributes for prospective residents. Contractors are planning to build high-end housing units 
and apartment complexes along the beach front. However, scientists recently discovered sea turtles who used to nest at Paradise Beach (but have 
been deterred by crowds and habitat degradation) are now laying their eggs at Turtle Homesteads Beach. An MPA is being proposed to protect the 
nesting beach and adjacent waters. Due to the negative impacts of onshore light pollution on sea turtle hatchlings, no further development would be 
allowed at Turtle Homesteads if the MPA were put in place.  

 

 


